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Abstract In a gravel pit at the eastern margin of the
Eisenstadt-Sopron Basin, a satellite of Vienna Basin
(Austria), Neogene sediments are exposed in the hanging
wall of a major normal fault. The anticlinal structure and
associated conjugated secondary normal faults were previously interpreted as a rollover anticline above a listric
normal fault. The spatial orientation and distribution of
sedimentary horizons and crosscutting faults were mapped
in detail on a laser scan of the outcrop wall. Subsequently,
in order to assess the 3D distribution and geometry of this
fault system, a series of parallel ground penetrating radar
(GPR) profiles were recorded behind the outcrop wall.
Both outcrop and GPR data were compiled in a 3D structural model, providing the basis for a kinematic reconstruction of the fault plane using balanced cross-section
techniques. However, the kinematic reconstruction results
in a geologically meaningless normal fault cutting downand up-section. Additionally, no evidence for a weak layer
serving as ductile detachment horizon (i.e. salt or clay
horizon) can be identified in stratigraphic profiles. Instead,
the observed deflection of stratigraphic horizons may be
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caused by a displacement gradient along a planar master
fault, with a maximum displacement in the fault centre,
decreasing towards the fault tips. Accordingly, the
observed deflection of markers in the hanging wall—and in
a nearby location in the footwall of the normal fault—is
interpreted as large-scale fault drag along a planar fault that
records a displacement gradient, instead of a rollover
anticline related to a listric fault.
Keywords Listric fault  Fault drag  Ground penetrating
radar  Balanced cross-section

Introduction
Listric faults or shovel-shaped faults (Suess 1909) are
defined as curved normal faults in which the dip decreases
with depth resulting in a concave upwards shape (e.g. Bally
1983; Shelton 1984). Two features are considered as
characteristic of listric normal faults (Wernicke and
Burchfiel 1982): (1) a steep upper part of the normal fault
flattening downwards or merging with a low-angle
detachment and (2) the down-warping or reverse drag
(Hamblin 1965) of the hanging wall block forming a rollover anticline. Investigations into the origin of this widespread phenomenon that is very often used as a tool in
hydrocarbon explorations (Tearpock and Bischke 2003
and references therein) are predominantly focused on the
importance of fault shape. Broadly, two kinematic groups
of rollover systems appear common: fault rollovers
induced by extensional displacement along a listric fault
shape and expulsion rollovers developed because of salt
withdrawal (e.g. Ge et al. 1997; Krézsek et al. 2007;
Brun and Mauduit 2008, 2009). Kinematic and geometric
balancing techniques of extensional rollover anticlines
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provided reconstructions of the depth of an underlying
detachment horizon (Chamberlin 1910; Wernicke and
Burchfiel 1982; Tearpock and Bischke 2003). The understanding of the geometric evolution of listric fault systems
was significantly improved by employing scaled analogue
models (e.g. McClay 1990; McClay and Scott 1991; Xiao
and Suppe 1992; Yamada and McClay 2003; Dooley et al.
2003) and more recently numerical models (Crook et al.
2006). Analogue models comprise a deformable hanging
wall, composed of unconsolidated sand that is extended
over a rigid footwall block (Yamada and McClay 2003).
By employing rigid footwall blocks, the geometry of the
master fault is predefined by the footwall block shape and
remains fixed throughout the deformation history. However, some authors suggested that footwall deformation or
collapse could be important mechanisms during extension
along listric faults (Gibson et al. 1989; Brun and Mauduit
2008; Krézsek et al. 2007), which are inherently neglected
in analogue models or balancing techniques assuming a
rigid footwall. Based on mechanical arguments, the common assumption that a hanging wall rollover anticline
automatically implies a listric fault geometry (e.g. Shelton
1984; Yamada and McClay 2003) was questioned by
several authors (e.g. Barnett et al. 1987; Mauduit and Brun
1998; Grasemann et al. 2005; Brun and Mauduit 2008).
Alternatively, reverse drag of strata both in the hanging
wall and in the footwall may develop around a planar fault
surface, where the displacement decreases towards the fault
tips (e.g. Barnett et al. 1987; Gupta and Scholz 1998;
Mansfield and Cartwright 2000).
In this study, we investigate a normal fault system in a
south-eastern satellite basin of the Vienna Basin (Austria),
where tilting of sediments close to the fault was previously
interpreted as a rollover anticline associated with a listric
fault geometry (Decker and Peresson 1996). This paper
focuses on the exposed hanging wall of the normal fault,
comprising (1) field mapping supported by terrestrial laser
scanning of the outcrop (2) GPR imaging of the deformed
sediments and (3) geometric reconstruction of the fault
geometry by coulisse cross-section balancing. An integrated structural model is used to discuss the plausibility of
a listric normal fault.
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belt and Pannonian basin (e.g. Fodor 1995). The multistaged tectonic evolution started with a piggyback basin
in the Lower Miocene positioned on the top of Alpine
advancing thrust sheets (Wagreich, 2000), followed by a
pull-apart stage in the Middle to Upper Miocene. After a
Pannonian basin inversion phase, E–W extension lasted at
least until the Pleistocene (Decker 1996) and is probably
still active (Chwatal et al. 2005; Decker et al. 2005; Hinsch
et al. 2005). The basin was extensively studied for hydrocarbon exploration (Wessely 1988; Strauss et al. 2006).
In the south-east, the Vienna Basin is connected to the
Eisenstadt-Sopron Basin which is a small satellite basin
with 2,000 m of sediment infill. The economically less
important and thus less explored basin is bordered by
normal faults (Fig. 1) and experienced its main subsidence
phase in the Badenian (Schmid et al. 2001). The eastern
margin of the basin is defined by the N–S trending Köhida
normal fault system (Fodor 1995).
The investigated outcrop (Fig. 2) is situated at the
eastern margin of the Eisenstadt-Sopron basin, along a
NNE–SSW striking normal fault, a part of the Köhida fault
system, displacing Badenian calcareous silt in the East
against a succession of Sarmatian and Pannonian gravels
and calcareous sands in the West (Harzhauser and Kowalke

Regional setting
The Vienna Basin, located between the Alpine- and the
Carpathian mountain belt, formed in the Miocene as a
result of the lateral extrusion of the Eastern Alps (Royden
1985; Ratschbacher et al. 1991). Mostly, SW–NE trending
transtensive strike-slip and normal faults permitted the
deposition of up to 5,000 m of marine to lacustrine sediments in the centre of the basin from the Carpathian fold
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Fig. 1 Tectonic sketch map of the Eisenstadt-Sopron Basin (eastern
Austria).The investigated gravel pit is located on the eastern basin
margin, 5 km south of the village St. Margarethen. A normal fault
(referred to as master fault in the text) juxtaposes Badenian silts and
limestone in the E with Sarmatian and Pannonian gravels and sands in
the W (modified after Schmid et al. 2001)
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Fig. 2 Detailed map showing the investigated outcrop walls and GPR
location in the gravel pit and the surrounding geology. The master
fault juxtaposes Badenian marls and limestones in the E with
Sarmatian and Pannonian gravels and sands

2002). In the southern part of the investigated area, both
footwall and hanging wall sediments are covered by
Pleistocene gravels, which post-date the activity of the
normal fault. Approaching the fault plane, the hanging wall
strata record an increase in dip angle from West to East,
which was interpreted as rollover anticline associated with
a listric normal fault by Decker and Peresson 1996.

Data acquisition, processing and results
The investigated outcrop is located inside a gravel pit
situated ca. 5 km south of the village St. Margarethen,
Burgenland, Austria (Fig. 1). A WNW-dipping normal
fault (referred to as master fault in the following text) was
mapped along the eastern margin of the pit (Decker and

Peresson 1996). While the footwall of the master fault
consisting of Badenian sediments is hardly exposed, the
hanging wall comprising a sequence of middle Miocene
(Sarmatian and Pannonian) gravels, silts and sands
(Harzhauser and Kowalke 2002) can be studied in detail.
The sedimentary beds are tilted up to ca. 35° towards the
master fault, forming an anticlinal structure in the hanging
wall of the master fault (Fig. 3a). Additionally, several
smaller normal faults with variable length and displacement, oriented sub-parallel and conjugate to the master
fault, crosscut the sedimentary beds (Fig. 4b). In order to
generate a 3D structural model and constrain the geometry
and kinematics of the master fault, the following methods
were applied: (1) detailed structural measurements of the
sedimentary layers and the exposed faults, (2) terrestrial
laser scanning to obtain a high-resolution digital surface
model and georeferenced, rectified image of the outcrop
wall, (3) GPR survey behind the scanned wall to image
the unexposed 3D geometry of the sedimentary beds and
faults and (4) 2D section balancing to reconstruct the
geometry of the proposed listric normal fault at depth.
Combining these datasets, we generated a 3D structural
model of the normal fault and the deformed hanging wall
sediments.
Structural data
The investigated outcrop is located at the north-eastern
margin of the gravel pit, where a 10-m-high and 30-m-wide
E–W oriented wall exposes the Sarmatian-Pannonian succession in the hanging wall of the master fault (Fig. 2).
We identified five characteristic marker units (M1–M5
in Fig. 4b) in the exposed section which were later used
for correlation with horizons mapped in the GPR data. The
top of the exposure is represented by a fine-grained silty
sand and silt of 2 m thickness (M1). Below, two medium to
coarse-grained cross-bedded sandy gravel horizons, with

Fig. 3 Equal area projections,
lower hemisphere: a poles to
bedding planes (29) and b poles
to fault planes (90), max. value:
16.2% at 311/62, contours at:
1.20 measured along the
northern wall
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b Fig. 4 a Map view of the investigated site, depicting the position of

the scanned outcrop wall and the location of the GPR site;
b Geological interpretation of the investigated wall, identifying the
marker horizons (M1-M5), faults (marked in yellow) and deformation
bands (blue); c–f GPR sections N of and roughly parallel to the
outcrop wall. Profile c is at ca. 6 m distance from the wall, the
distance between the individual profiles is between 0.5 and 1.5 m as
indicated in a. Variations in reflection intensity are interpreted as
marker horizons, i.e. variation in lithological composition, most of
which can be traced in all four sections. Sub-vertical offsets in the
GPR signal can be correlated with larger fault structures; the fault F1
is observed in all sections, while the signals of F1 and F3 are lost
further to the N

one intercalated bed of yellowish calcareous sand, are
summarized as a 4-m-thick M2 marker. The grey-brownish
coloured gravel beds comprise planar beds (visible in the
W part of the section, Fig. 4), as well as foreset beds
dipping 12° steeper to the E than the planar beds. A distinctive, 0.1-m-thick layer of marly silt containing ca. 40%
gastropod shells (Granulolabium Bicinctum, Harzhauser
and Kowalke 2002) is marked as M3, which was used as
reference horizon in two parallel profiles along the northern
and southern margin of the gravel pit for 2D section balancing. The base of the exposed section is composed of
another moderately cemented, yellowish calcareous sand of
3-m-thickness (M4), and a grey gravel horizon (M5) predominated by planar beds with an undefined thickness due
to lack of exposure. One additional marker (M6) comprising mainly coarse gravel and intercalated sand beds
was identified in deeper sections of the gravel pit but is not
exposed on the investigated outcrop wall.
Along the outcrop, the dip of the planar sedimentary
layers increases gradually from W to E, with a dip towards
the E of 8° in the W to a maximum of 34° in the E. This
anticlinal structure was earlier interpreted as an expression
of hanging wall collapse above a listric normal fault
(Decker and Peresson 1996). In detail, the increase of dip is
not only related to a gentle folding, but dip variations occur
abruptly at secondary normal faults oriented parallel and at
a conjugate angle to the master fault (Fig. 4b). Most of the
observed faults are more accurately described as deformation bands (Exner and Grasemann 2010), restricted to
the lower gravel in M2 and displacing the sedimentary
layering only some few centimetres. These small faults
record a displacement gradient from the centre towards the
tips, which promotes the development of reverse drag in
the adjacent sedimentary layers (Hamblin 1965; Grasemann et al. 2005). Propagation and rotation of some faults
lead to vertical coalescence and the generation of faults
with larger offset up to a maximum of 4 m, crosscutting the
entire exposed section. As all of the observed long faults
cut across sedimentary horizons with a documented hiatus
of several thousands of years (Harzhauser and Kowalke
2002), and no increase in thickness of the Sarmatian beds

towards the master fault is documented, a synsedimentary
generation of these faults can be ruled out.
Borehole data from a groundwater exploration drilling,
located inside the gravel pit ca. 100 m SW of the outcrop
wall (marked in Fig. 2), do not provide any indication of a
possible detachment horizon, i.e. salt or silt, down to a
depth of 20 m below the exposed section. Instead, the
succession of Sarmatian gravels and sands continues
without any notable disturbances.
Ground penetrating radar
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is commonly employed for
detecting near surface geological features in sediments (e.g.
Bristow and Jol 2003). Furthermore, several recent studies
document the applicability of this method for the detection
of faulted sedimentary horizons in the shallow sub-surface.
Meschede et al. (1997) observed the tectonic surfaces and
rollover structures associated with faults in Middle Triassic
limestone of SW Germany along 2-D profiles. The hanging
wall of active faults was visualized in the Betic Cordillera
(Reiss et al. 2003) with high-frequency antennas. To infer
the active Markgrafneusiedel Fault in shallow Pleistocene
deposits and to correlate it with the deeper fault levels of the
Vienna Basin, 2-D GPR profiling was applied using both
low and high frequencies (Chwatal et al. 2005).
A dense network of parallel GPR profiles provides the
opportunity to image sedimentary horizons and faults in
the prolongation along strike N of the exposed section. The
investigated site was a 20 m 9 19 m sized area (Fig. 4a).
Though several antennae frequencies were applied and
tested, we restrict the interpretation to the best results
obtained with a centre frequency of 40 MHz. The raw data
are of moderate quality and gain significance by a simple
but effective signal processing (background removal,
bandpass filtering 15–80 MHz, weak smoothing). There is
a low signal to noise ratio (S/N ratio) in the raw recordings.
The reason for this remains unclear since disturbing surface
features are absent, and the soil was rather dry. However,
strong reverberations suggest the presence of fluids. We
interpret that although the extensive tree cover was recently
removed, the still existing roots contain a relatively high
amount of water.
Forty-one 40-MHz GPR sections were collected along
20-m-long, E–W oriented lines with a relative spacing of
0.5 m. The sections are parallel to the exposed wall and
perpendicular to the N–S striking faults. Assuming a
propagation velocity of 0.12 m/ns (Bristow and Jol 2003),
the signal penetration depth is approximately 15 m. The
processed GPR sections were interpolated into a depth
converted cube such that sections with arbitrary directions
can be visualized. Since the topography is rather flat and
even, no topographic correction was applied.
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Fig. 5 Three-dimensional
structural model constructed
from the rectified outcrop image
draped on terrestrial laser scan
(TLS) data and the ground
penetrating radar (GPR) cube
(in the background). No vertical
exaggeration. The exposed fault
and horizon surfaces are
constructed in great detail,
accurately respecting the dip
and dip direction of each
element. Selected fault and
horizon surfaces mapped from
GPR data are connected to the
outcrop structures (e.g. F1)

Four representative GPR profiles striking parallel to
the outcrop wall (Fig. 4a) are presented in (Fig. 4c–f). The
strong reflections, located between 3 and 6 m below the
surface, can be correlated with the M2 gravel horizons
identified in the outcrop section. Below, the marker horizons M4, M5 and M6 can be tentatively assigned to single
high reflectors in the individual sections. Most reflectors
slightly dip towards the E or show an undulating geometry.
Abrupt disturbances, representing a lack of energy in an
otherwise continuous reflection band, are interpreted as
faults. Some faults (e.g. F1) can be identified in several
sections, thus providing additional constraints on their
strike direction (Fig. 4a). The 40-MHz antenna did not
depict smaller-sized faults mapped in the outcrop, which
have less than 3 m in length and correspondingly only
some centimetres or decimetres of displacement. Finally,
another strong reflector M6, which is not exposed at the
nearby outcrop wall, was recorded in most 40-MHz GPR
sections. This horizon, approximately 17 m below surface
(and *7 m below the base of the exposed wall) conspicuously dips in the opposite direction to the upper reflectors,
i.e. 25° to the SW.
Laser scan and 3D model
We used a terrestrial laser scan (TLS) system (RIEGL
LMS-Z420i), consisting of a high-performance long-range
3D laser scanner and a calibrated high-resolution digital
camera mounted onto the scanner head, to generate a
digital surface model and a rectified image of the investigated outcrop wall. The entire wall and the surroundings
were scanned from a single point, which was recorded
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using a differential global positioning system receiver
(DGPS). The point-cloud of xyz-coordinates acquired by
TLS was imported into Gocad, a three-dimensional visualization software, and the points corresponding to the
outcrop wall were meshed to form a virtual outcrop surface, onto which the rectified image was draped (McCaffrey et al. 2005). By integrating the measurements of the
respective bedding and fault planes, a 3D structural model
of the outcrop data was generated (Fig. 5), taking account
of the exact location and orientation of the structural features. To compare the structural measurements collected at
the outcrop wall with the GPR imaging results, we integrated both datasets into the 3D model, providing the
framework for the further structural interpretation.
Apart from digitizing numerous faults along the outcrop
wall, three distinctive fault surfaces were additionally
mapped in the GPR dataset. Although the outcrop wall is
located at a rather large distance (ca. 6 m) from the closest
GPR section, we were able to connect the fault traces from
the GPR sections with three of the larger faults in the
outcrop and construct strike and dip of the fault planes.
Similarly, the well-traceable marker horizons M2 and M6
were connected to horizon surfaces in the structural model
(Fig. 5).
Depth to detachment construction assuming a listric
fault geometry
A great number of geometrical reconstructions of extensional
faults have been proposed and discussed by several authors
(e.g. Davison 1986; Williams and Vann 1987; White 1992;
Yamada and McClay 2003). Most of these models are based
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on the geometric relationships between the hanging wall
structures and the underlying detachment using vertical,
oblique or flexural slip restoration assuming either conservation of the area/bed-length on a cross-section and/or constant slip along the fault (for a discussion of models with area
change and slip gradients see Wheeler 1987). All these
models have in common that sediments in the hanging wall
above a rigid fault surface with a listic geometry deform into a
rollover anticline, while the footwall remains undeformed
(Tearpock and Bischke 2003 and references therein). Comparing different reconstruction techniques with a positive
inversion analogue experiment, Yamada and McClay (2003)
suggested that the inclined simple shear model most accurately approximates the restoration of the hanging wall
deformation. This technique assumes that deformation of the
hanging wall occurs by simple shear along inclined slip planes
that are either parallel to syn- or antithetic faults (White et al.
1986; Dula 1991). The shear angle of these faults is frequently
estimated using the Mohr–Coulomb Theory resulting in dip
angles between 60° and 70° (Tearpock and Bischke 2003). In
order to reconstruct the master fault geometry from a hanging
wall rollover anticline, the heave of a marker horizon must be
known. The bed thicknesses along the shear planes remain
fixed, and therefore this technique always results in a hanging
wall area-balanced reconstruction. Practically, the marker
horizon is divided into domains of constant dip, and the
amount of displacement between the dip domains is defined
by the distance along the plane between the reconstructed and
the deformed geometry of the marker horizon.
Being aware of the limitations of geometrical reconstructions, we used the inclined simple shear model in order
to reconstruct the depth of the detachment, assuming that a
rigid listric fault forced the deformation of the marker
horizon M3 of the northern and southern pit walls in St.
Margarethen (Fig. 2). The most sensitive parameter, which

strongly influences the location and the orientation of the
detachment, is actually the spatial position constrained by
the widths and orientations of the dip domains with respect to
the orientation of the fault plane containing the hanging wall
cut-off of the marker horizon. Therefore, the dip domains
were constructed as accurately as possible using the 3D
structural model including the exposed sections of M3 as
well as its spatial orientation in the sub-surface. According to
the mean of the measured fault planes in the hanging wall
(Fig. 3b), the dip of the inclined shear planes is 72°. The fault
plane containing the hanging wall cut-off of the marker
horizon M3 dips 60° towards WNW. Our depth to detachment calculations of both the northern and southern pit walls
in St. Margarethen gave almost identical but geologically
meaningless results, because the constructed detachments do
not flatten at depth but have an U-shaped geometry (Fig. 6).
The construction of the domain closest to the observed
master fault results in a plausible initial flattening of the
detachment segment in the next domain. However, the
constructed detachment segments of all other domains
record continuous steepening and dip in the opposite direction than the steep part of the exposed fault at the surface (i.e.
towards ESE) resulting in the geologically meaningless
U-shaped fault geometry. We therefore conclude that the
assumption of a rigid listric fault plane for the normal fault in
St. Margarethen might be incorrect and other mechanisms
were responsible for forming a hanging wall anticline.

Fig. 6 Balanced cross-sections, a north wall and b south wall, using
a dip domain technique in order to reconstruct the continuation of a
listric fault at depth (Tearpock and Bischke 2003). We omitted a fullscale graphical reconstruction in order to avoid an abundance of
auxiliary lines. The input parameters into the models are (1) the

spatial orientation of the marker bed M3 and (2) the true dip of the
master fault at the hanging wall cut-off level. Both reconstructed
sections do not result in a listric fault with a sub-horizontal
detachment at depth but in geologically meaningless structures

Discussion
Listric versus planar fault geometry
Since both concepts of fault-related deformation, i.e. a
rollover anticline above a listric fault as well as reverse
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Fig. 7 Generalized cross-sections comparing the two conceptual
models. a Listric fault model with constant displacement along a
fault, which flattens at depth into a sub-horizontal detachment. The
hanging wall is deformed into a rollover anticline, but there is no
deformation within the footwall. b Model of a planar fault of finite
length recording a displacement gradient. Fault movement induced
perturbation strain that causes reverse drag in the hanging wall and in

the footwall. The exposed section in St. Margarethen records nearly
identical geometry that characterizes the both models. c Outcrop
picture of the Oslip quarry (location marked in Fig. 1) in a footwall
position along the N–S trending fault system, exposing Badenian
limestone and sand layers dipping to the E with ca. 40°, which is
interpreted as reverse drag and associated deformation bands in the
footwall of the normal fault

drag in the hanging wall of a planar fault, result in similar
finite geometries, their respective applicability to the
studied outcrop is discussed in the following section.
Importantly, this study is restricted to mechanical models
of anticlines related to normal faults and does not consider
hanging wall anticlines occurring along inverted normal
faults related to a compressional reactivation with thrust
kinematics (e.g. McClay 1995).
Balancing techniques of listric faults are based on the
concept of the displacement of the hanging wall along a
curved fault surface, separating the deformable sedimentary pile in the hanging wall from an undeformable footwall (Fig. 7a). In these models, the shape of the fault
largely controls the deformed geometry of the hanging
wall. The success of the model of listric faults is largely
based on the highly intuitive results of sandbox models
(e.g. McClay 1990; McClay and Scott 1991), which result
in geometries directly comparable to interpreted extensional faults from seismic sections (e.g. Bally 1983; Butler
2009). Since listric faults and associated hanging wall
anticlines are common targets for hydrocarbon exploration,
the balancing methods like the technique applied in this
study have been widely used in order to support seismic
interpretations (e.g. Gibbs 1984; Williams and Vann 1987).

In order to increase the fit between observations and
models, numerous modifications of the model and the
balancing technique have been suggested (for a review see
Tearpock and Bischke 2003; Yamada and McClay 2003),
some of which even imply deformation of the footwall (e.g.
Koyi and Skelton 2001; Imber et al. 2003; Krézsek et al.
2007). Our simple restoration of the extensional fault in
St. Margarethen does not result in a geologically plausible
sub-horizontal lower part of a listric fault. The applied
method is based on the assumptions of listric fault models
but the constructed results are geologically meaningless
and therefore we conclude that extension and hanging wall
deformation were controlled by a different mechanical
process.
A completely different group of models explain rollover
structures (Fig. 7b), also referred to as reverse drag
(Hamblin 1965), by displacement gradients along the fault
(e.g. Barnett et al. 1987; Watterson et al. 1998). These
models account for the frequent observation that a fault of
finite length records lateral and vertical variations in displacement magnitude (e.g. Mansfield and Cartwright
2000). Such a displacement gradient induces wall-rock
strains eventually leading to a bending, i.e. reverse drag, of
markers at a high angle to the fault plane (Grasemann et al.
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2005). The faults in these models are planar and not listric,
and even slip gradients along ‘‘anti-listric’’ faults may often
result in reverse drag (Reches and Eidelman 1995). If such
a displacement gradient model is applied to the studied
outcrop in St. Margarethen, the reverse drag observed in
the hanging wall Sarmatian sediments may alternatively be
explained by a slip gradient along a planar master fault.
The deformation in the Sarmatian sediments is accommodated by secondary faults and deformation bands of finite
length, which themselves record a displacement gradient
and associated smaller scaled reverse drag (Exner and
Grasemann 2010). Because the master fault exposed in the
gravel pit of St. Margarethen cannot be traced further to the
S across the Austrian-Hungarian border, where there is no
evidence of extension in the Sarmatian/Pannonian sediments, a slip gradient on the master faults is geologically
highly plausible. Displacement gradient as the primary
mechanism for the drag in the Sarmatian sediments is
furthermore supported by the GPR data and the integrated
3D structural model (Fig. 5), which show that the magnitude of the drag of marker horizons is changing along the
strike of the master fault. Although the displacement gradient models predict fault drag in the hanging and the
footwall, the magnitude and sense is strongly dependent on
the exposed part of the fault and theoretically can juxtapose
reverse drag in the hanging wall with normal or no drag in
the footwall (Barnett et al. 1987; Grasemann et al. 2005).
Unfortunately, the footwall in the quarry in St. Margarethen is not exposed. However, in direct continuation along
the strike of the normal fault system to the N (Fig. 1,
quarry Oslip), the Badenian sediments in the footwall of
the master fault are strongly deformed by the formation of
deformation bands and record a dip of 30° towards the W
(Fig. 7c). We interpret that this tilt of the Badenian sediments below the master fault represents the footwall
reverse drag. Based on the regional geological map, the dip
variations of the Badenian sediments are clearly related to
the faulting and therefore favour models that predict footwall deformation.

below the level of coherent seismic data decreasing the
reliability of interpretation. Furthermore, it has been shown
that flattening normal faults are disappearing in the seismic
data with increasing depth (‘‘downwards dying growth
faults’’, e.g. Tearpock and Bischke 2003). Consequently,
refined balanced cross-section techniques (see recent
review by Poblet and Bulnes 2005), analogue (e.g.
Vendeville and Cobbold 1988; Gaullier et al. 1993;
Mauduit and Brun 1998) and numerical (Erickson et al.
2001 and references cited therein) models have been
used in order to aid seismic interpretations. Especially,
mechanical models introducing interaction between a
newly formed steep normal fault and a pre-existing ductile
low-angle detachment layer have increased the knowledge
about plausible rheological and geometrical settings for
normal faults, which flatten at depth. However, it is
important to note that a large number of models that introduce ductile layers are strictly speaking not listric faults
sensu strictu but can be better explained by a raft tectonic
model, which is based on mechanical instabilities (Mauduit
and Brun 1998).
Here, we argue that planar faults recording a displacement gradient may result in similar geometries as listric
faults with rollover anticlines. This model is especially
attractive, where (1) the fault records a high-angle relationship with the marker layers, (2) the fault cuts rocks of
similar material behaviour in the hanging wall and in the
footwall, (3) the fault has a finite length and records a
displacement gradient and (4) no ductile layer (e.g. salt) is
present at depth. An exceptional illustrative example has
been investigated by a detailed 3D seismic interpretation of
extensional faults in the Leona field in the Eastern Venezuela Basin (Porras et al. 2003). In this interpretation, the
major oil accumulations are confined to seals forming
normal and reverse drag folds along faults with displacement gradients. Normal-drag folds form the largest traps,
with extended reservoirs in the footwall of master normal
faults, whereas reverse-drag folds provide the structural
closure for trapping in the hanging wall.

Hydrocarbon traps
Conclusions
The occurrence of hydrocarbon-trapping listric fault systems has been of great interest for oil and gas exploration
around the world (e.g. Dula 1991; Nunns 1991; Withjack
et al. 1995; Desheng 1996; Rowan et al. 1998; Bhattacharaya and Davies 2001; Dutton et al. 2004). Rollover
anticlines are the least risky traps for petroleum depending
on the juxtaposition of a shale seal across the fault plane
(Allen and Allen 2005). The fault plane itself may or may
not seal, allowing either lateral or vertical migration to
higher structural levels (Weber 1978). However, detailed
sub-surface mapping of listric faults frequently extends

We created a 3D structural model of deformed Sarmatian
and Pannonian Sediments in the hanging wall of a normal
fault bordering the eastern margin of the Eisenstadt-Sopron
Basin. Spatial field measurements of faults and sedimentary layering, a terrestrial laser scan of an outcrop wall and
GPR data behind the outcrop wall were integrated into the
structural model. The dip of the sediments increases
towards the west-dipping master fault resembling a rollover structure above a listric normal fault. However, balanced cross-sections based on standard dip domain
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techniques used for construction of listric faults do not
result in geologically plausible structures. Considering the
absence of a ductile horizontal layer at depth and the fact
that the master fault terminates along strike towards the S,
we argue that the observed reverse drag in the sediments is
related to a slip gradient along a planar normal fault of
finite length.
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